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Abstract
A large Greek-English Dictionary with 81,515 entries,
192,592 translations into English and 50,106 usage examples
with their translation has been developed in combined printed
and electronic (DVD) form. The electronic dictionary features
unique facilities for searching the entire or any part of the
Greek and English section, and has incorporated a series of
speech and language processing tools which may efficiently
assist learners of Greek and English. This paper presents the
human-machine interface of the dictionary and the most
important tools, i.e. the TTS-synthesizers for Greek and
English, the lemmatizers for Greek and English, the
Grapheme-to-Phoneme converter for Greek and the
syllabification system for Greek.
Index Terms: Dictionary, TTS Synthesizer, Grapheme-toPhoneme Converter, Syllabification System, Lemmatizer

x the large number of entries (81,515), translations into
English (192,592), and usage examples with translation
(50,106),
x the presentation of each entry’s pronunciation with the
computer phonetic alphabet (CPA) symbols in the
printed version and prerecorded speech in the electronic
one,
x the broad grammatical analysis with inclusion of
declension forms,
x the detailed clarification of each entry’s meaning
through the use of synonyms, collocates, or phrasal
description, and, in particular, illustrative examples of
usage in the form of complete sentences,

1. Introduction
The advent of computers and multimedia technologies have
changed the traditional dictionaries into their new CD- and
DVD-form providing them with unique features for
presenting, retrieving and handling the required information.
Then, the huge expansion of the World Wide Web allowed
the access of dictionaries installed everywhere in the network
[1].
Nowadays, the advancement of speech and language
technology gives the possibility to further improve the
capabilities of electronic dictionaries by incorporating speech
and language processing tools such as speech synthesizers,
lemmatizers, speech recognizers etc. In this case, elaborate
dictionaries result, which efficiently assist language learners
in several aspects [2].
In particular, bilingual dictionaries are the most important
aid in foreign language learning. Thus, their improvement in
content, its access and its presentation to the user has always
been a major endeavor by lexicographers and publishers.
Currently, the above mentioned technological advancements
have made the development of electronic bilingual
dictionaries with exceptional features possible.
This paper presents the electronic version of a large
Greek-English dictionary incorporating a series of novel
speech and language processing tools. The dictionary, named
KORAIS in honor of the great Greek man of letters
Adamantios Korais (1748-1833), has been based on resources
of the Speech and Language Processing Group of the Wire
Communications Laboratory (WCL) and was developed in
two phases [3]: Initially, by a consortium of Universities and
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x the complete translation into English of all meanings
and examples of usage.
Furthermore, the electronic dictionary in DVD-form
offers:
x a user-friendly human-machine interface with easy
selection and on-screen presentation of the desired
information,
x a flexible search of each coded information item, i.e.
entry, pronunciation, example of usage, or a
combination of codes,
x an "intelligent search", using specific conditions,
x the possibility of omitting stress signs or the distinction
between capital and lower case letters,
x the display of probable results according to criteria set
by the user.
In addition to the above, a series of language technology
tools have been incorporated into the electronic dictionary
which may efficiently assist learners of the Greek and English
language:
x Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesizers for Greek and
English,
x lemmatizers for Greek and English,
x a grapheme-to-phoneme converter for Greek,
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x a syllabification system for Greek,

synthesis, e.g. concatenate (diphone, unit selection) synthesis,
statistical parametric speech synthesis based on hidden
Markov models (HMM) etc. In our case, a diphone based
TTS synthesis was used. This choice gives the advantage of
implementing a reliable and computationally not very
demanding TTS system. In addition, modifications on the
diphone voices can be easily effected by the user.
The diphone synthesis is based on the concatenation of
diphone units. A diphone is the speech unit extending from
the middle of one phone to the middle of the next one.
Consequently when concatenating diphones instead of phones
the joining takes place in a more stable part of the signal, the
middle, rather than on the start or the end of the phone where
the co-articulation phenomenon is taking place during the
production of speech [5]. In diphone synthesis a small
database containing all the diphones occurring in a language
is needed. Only one instance of each diphone is required. In
Festival the diphone based synthesis is utilized using the
Residual Exited LPC synthesis technique [6].
Two diphone voices have been implemented in the TTS
systems in KORAIS, one American English male diphone
voice (KAL) [4] using the CMU Lexicon [7] and one Greek
female diphone voice (ZETA), accordingly. Both voices use
LPC of 16th order and synthesize speech at 16 kHz. The
prosodic (duration and intonation) models for the American
English voice have been trained on the Boston University FM
Radio corpus [8] using Classification and Regression Trees
(CART) [9]. For the Greek voice the prosodically rich WCL-1
database [10] was used for training the duration [11] and
intonation models employing also CART. In addition prosodic
phrasing is provided by using part of speech and local
distribution of breaks in both voices. The phone set of the
American English voice consists of 40 phones plus silence
and approximately 1600 diphones. For the Greek voice the
phone set consists of 39 phones plus silence and 700
diphones. Listening tests with both voices provided good
intelligibility and acceptable naturalness. Work is continued
though, to further improve the quality of the Greek TTS
system.
The KORAIS TTS-systems are accessible through a
Graphical User Interface (GUI). Through this interface the
user is able, apart from choosing the voice (KAL or ZETA)
depending on the language she/he wants to synthesize, to
modify the rhythm of speech and the volume of the
synthesized speech.

x other tools.
In the following sections 2 to 6 the human-machine
interface and the tools for Greek and English TTS synthesis,
lemmatization for Greek and English, Grapheme-to-Phoneme
conversion for Greek, and syllabification for Greek are
presented. Section 7 gives a brief conclusion

2. Human-Machine Interface
The KORAIS dictionary features a user friendly humanmachine interface which provides easy access to the stored
information and a functional presentation to the user.
Concerning the ease of access to all information, great
efforts have been made to supply the user with intelligent and
adaptable search options. To this end, the dictionary’s
framework containing the codified information of the specific
fields, i.e. headword, pronunciation, part of speech,
translation, examples, etc, was transformed into an SQL
database. Via this transformation, the possibility of
performing a quicker and more thorough search in the
contents was made possible. By using different types of SQL
queries, the user is enabled to search for entries in the
dictionary not only the usual way (i.e. entries that start with
the typed keyword) but also with the options of ends with
(i.e. retrieve entries of the dictionary that end with the typed
keyword, e.g. in compound words), equals (i.e. retrieve only
entries that match exactly the typed keyword), and contains
(i.e. retrieve entries where the typed keyword is a part of the
entry). Furthermore, since through the transformation of the
framework to an SQL database the information included in
each entry of the dictionary was split into its different fields
(translation, pronunciation, examples, synonyms etc), the
search options were further enhanced. The user is able to
retrieve all the examples, synonyms, pronunciations and so
forth in the dictionary that fulfill his/hers searching criteria.
As far as the working environment of KORAIS is
concerned, it consists of a Windows Graphical User Interface
(GUI) with four panels: Search Panel, Word List Panel,
Result Panel, and Options Panel. It also includes a menu bar
and a tool bar. The Search Panel accepts the keyword to be
searched as well as some definitions concerning the type of
search that has to be performed. The Word List Panel allows
a quick browse and transfer to the search panel of any entry
included in the dictionary. The Result Panel displays the
results of the search procedure. Finally, the Options Panel
serves for defining some options regarding the search type
that will be performed and the formatting/presentation of the
returned results before they appear on the Result Panel.
In order to further facilitate the familiarization of the user
with the interface, the KORAIS – GUI is adapted each time to
the selected theme of the user’s operating system. In addition,
options concerning modifications of the appearance of the
user interface, i.e. background color, font size/style/color of
the presented search results etc, are also provided to the user.

4. Lemmatizers
The term “lemmatization” refers to the act of normalizing the
form of an (inflected) word into the form used as the
headword in a dictionary, glossary or index [12]. The
importance of lemmatization is evident considering that any
dictionary is useless without knowledge of the headword to
be searched.
In the electronic version of the KORAIS dictionary the
language independent lemmatizer described in [13] was
employed. This lemmatizer achieves the automatic induction
of the normalized form (lemma/headword) of regular and
mildly irregular words with no direct supervision using
language-independent algorithms. Specifically, two string
distance metric models are employed and the final
lemmatized form of the input word results as a combination
of the output of these two models which is based on the string
similarity and the most frequent inflectional suffixes of the

3. Text-To-Speech Synthesizers
The Festival speech synthesis framework [4] was used for
the implementation of the Text-to-Speech (TTS) systems in
KORAIS dictionary. Festival is a multilingual speech
synthesis framework incorporating various methods of speech
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then place it high on the final list of returned results.

language in question.
The first similarity model employed is the Levenshtein
Distance algorithm [14], (also known as Edit Distance
algorithm), which is a simple dynamic programming
algorithm that addresses the problem of character string
matching based on the notion of a primitive edit operation
(i.e. substitution, insertion or deletion of a symbol). The
Levenshtein Distance of two strings A and B that belong to
the same alphabet is the minimum number of single character
insertions, deletions and substitutions required to transform A
into B. The Levenshtein Distance, denoted by dL(A, B), can
be easily computed using the dynamic programming scheme
shown in Table 1.

b)

Else, hierarchically rank the target words based on their
Levenshtein distance score or their Dice coefficient
value. Target words with a Dice coefficient value close
to one are placed higher than target words with relatively
high Levenshtein Distance and vice versa.
Moreover, in order to further increase the performance of
the lemmatizers, all input words undergo an iterative
inflectional suffix removal procedure before they are
forwarded as input to the above described similarity
algorithms.
The performance of the KORAIS lemmatizers was
experimentally evaluated using two test files (one for Modern
Greek and one for English) containing 3,000 regular and
mildly irregular words in various written forms each. The
results suggested that the lemmatizers can perform
sufficiently well for both the Modern Greek and the English
language, yielding a higher than 95% accuracy for both
examined languages. Furthermore, the results indicated that
the performance of the algorithms is significantly improved
when the input word undergoes an inflectional suffix removal
process.

Table 1. Dynamic programming scheme for the
computation of the Levenshtein distance.

dL[i, j] = min

dL[i-1,j]+c[Ai],
dL[i ,j-1]+c[,Bj],
dL[i-1,j-1]+c[Ai,Bj]

for i  1 and j  1,
with d[0, 0] = 0 and
dL [i,1] = dL [1, j] = 

5. Grapheme-to-Phoneme Converter

where:
c is the cost between two strings
 denotes the empty word
Ai is the ith element of the string A
Bj is the jth element of the string B

The Grapheme-to-Phoneme conversion system for Greek was
developed at WCL in the framework of the [17]. It is based
on the Computer Phonetic Alphabet (CPA) standardized in
this project as adapted for the Greek language [18]. The CPA
was used later as a basis for the creation of the SAMPA
alphabet [19] together with the then existing two other
ALVEY and COST alphabets. It differs from the SAMPA
mainly in the coding of diphthongs and affricates.
The Greek Grapheme-to-Phoneme conversion algorithm
consists of a set of rules for the FONPARS1 software
developed at Nijmegen University [20]. For a good number of
Greek sounds, there is a phoneme-to-letter correspondence,
so we have rules that are not context dependent. The main
difficulties appear in the cases of “iotacism”, where the sound
/i/ has many different orthographic forms, as well as in
diphthongs and in double consonants.
The performance of the algorithm was tested in Greek
newspaper texts with 10,558 different words from a corpus of
100,000 words [21]. Five subsets were built with the first one
including the 1,000 most frequent words and the four others
equally covering the remaining percentage from the whole
set. Considering three types of errors (i.e. only in the stress
position, only in the transcription, or both in the stress
position and the transcription) the overall accuracy of the five
tested subsets was 98.7%. The conversion accuracy was also
checked in 150 town names, 31 capital names and 150
Christian names. The results are given in Table 2.

The second distance metric model employed by the
lemmatizer is the Dice coefficient similarity measure [15],
which has been applied by [16] for the automatic retrieval of
the lexical similarity between two strings. The Dice
coefficient association factor can be computed according to
the following formula:

simDice

2 u bigrams x  bigrams y
bigrams x  bigrams y

(1)

where bigrams is the function which reduces a word to a
multi-set of character bigrams and x and y are the examined
strings.
Obviously, according to formula 1, the Dice similarity
coefficient is a real number representing the number of
matching bigrams or consecutive pairs of characters between
the examined strings. Therefore, if the words under
consideration share exactly the same bigrams, then a
coefficient association of 1.0 would be returned by the model,
whilst if they do not have any bigrams in common, the
coefficient association would be equal to zero.
The employed lemmatizers achieve the mapping of any
input word to the headwords included in KORAIS by
combining the aforementioned similarity measures. In
particular, initially both models are executed for the input
word and two different result sets are returned (one by each
model). Then, a combination of the returned sets is performed
and the final list containing all the results of both models
hierarchically ranked is constructed according to the
following conditions:
a)

Table 2. Performance of the Grapheme-to-Phoneme
Converter.
Newspapers

National
Towns

Capitals

Christian
Names

98.7%

97.3%

93.5%

97.3%

Additional rules incorporated after the above test, further
improved the newspaper conversion accuracy to more than
99%.

If a target word is contained in both returned result sets,
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NIARCHOS FOUNDATION for covering the publication
costs.

6. Syllabification System
By the term syllabification we refer here to the separation
of written words into syllables. Dividing Greek words into
syllables highly facilitates the learning of Greek
pronunciation. This, because the pronunciation of Greek
bears a consistent relation to the spelling of its syllables, i.e.
the pronunciation of a syllable is not changed according to its
context. Thus, by having any word separated into syllables
using the syllabification system the learners of Greek have no
problem in pronouncing it, provided they have learned the
phonetic value of the Greek letters and their combination into
syllables. Since Greek is a highly inflectional and
morphologically complex language, syllabification is not
easily performed.
The syllabification employed in the KORAIS dictionary is
performed in two steps: initially a naïve syllabification
function acts on the word or phrase to be broken into
syllables, and then the resulting string from the first function
is fed to a strict syllabification function that fine-tunes the
result. Specifically, the naïve syllabification function breaks
an input word or phrase into syllables simply by retaining
only one vowel per syllable, ignoring any strict grammatical
rules of the Greek language. For instance, the input word

"(besides, moreover), is split into 
” by
the naïve syllabification function.
In the second step the strict syllabification function
performs a correction of the syllabification based on a series
of grammatical rules described by Triantafyllidis [22]. For
example
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